A broad portfolio of traffic paint products

ENNIS-FLINT® by PPG TRAFFIC PAINT pavement markings offer a full line of traffic paints in both waterborne and solvent based formulations.

From highway striping to parking lot delineation, choose from our versatile selection of traffic paints for your next pavement marking project.

Formulations

Waterborne: Standard Dry, Fast Dry, High Build, Durasheen®, Extended Season
Solvent based paints are classified as High/Low VOC

Installation

Waterborne traffic paint is based on proven acrylic emulsion technologies and is formulated for use in temperatures as low as 35°F to as high as 120°F
Solvent based traffic paints are co-polymer based and are especially suitable for colder climates where waterborne cannot be used

Driver Safety

Fast dry traffic paint minimizes traffic control when restriping
High build traffic paint dries to “no track” in 3 minutes or less under standard conditions at 30 mils and has the ability to hold larger beads for enhanced retroreflectivity
Solvent based traffic paints have versatile quick dry times with extended durability

Compliance/Certification

Engineered to meet your specification whether federal, state, local, or commercial based
Facility is ISO 9001:2015 certified for the design, development and manufacturing of traffic paint